Excelra Degrader
Intelligence Database
Fostering Targeted Protein Degradation (TPD) research with
competitive intelligence

Question

Challenge

What is the
current market
in TPD space?

Data coverage
and data
integration

Answer
Integrated
database with
extensive coverage

Solution
Excelra Degrader
Intelligence Database

Leveraging diverse array of competitive intelligence parameters
Patent
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Clinical trials
Clinical trial landscape
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Companies
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Intelligence
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Key market players
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Unlock hidden insights with our data

Company
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presentations

Scientific
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Government &
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abstracts

Multiple data points from several harmonized sources

Accelerate TPD innovation by data-driven decisions

Robust depth, breadth and quality
of data enriched with deep domain
knowledge
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How companies like you are growing with us
Competitive intelligence
to let you stay on top of
rapidly evolving TPD
landscape

Strategic insights to
accelerate degrader
development

Value
addition
In-depth analysis of
clinical candidates
facilitating better
trial design

Database solutions
enabling you to quickly
assemble your data for
analysis

Explore infinite possibilities partnering with us
Empowering you to discover new opportunities

Custom
solutions

Global
clientele

Advanced
analytics

Domain
expertise

Actionable
insights

Interested in discovering more with us? https://www.excelra.com/discovery/targeted-protein-degradation/

About Excelra
Excelra's data and analytics solutions empower innovation in life sciences across the value chain from discovery to market.
The Excelra Edge comes from a seamless amalgamation of proprietary curated data assets, deep domain expertise and
data science. The company's multifaceted teams harmonize and analyse large volumes of disparate unstructured data
using cutting-edge technologies. We galvanize data-driven decisions to unlock operational efficiencies to accelerate drug
discovery and development. Over the past 18 years, Excelra has been the preferred data and analytics partner to over
150 global clients, including 15 of the top 20 large Pharma companies.
marketing@excelra.com

www.excelra.com

